Beauty Fans in the UK
Kim Townend.com

How have we created this audience?
We’ve analysed 250k pro les of people who
follow the Twitter account @beautybay.
We selected BeautyBay due to the breadth of
their product range. They stock both high end and
drugstore brands and, as such, attract hardcore
beauty nerds and make up artists alongside more
casual beauty shoppers.
In this report we’re going to rst look at the overall
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audience, and then the clusters within the audience.

Who are they and where do they live?
18%

13-17

35%

18-24

30%

25-34

9%

35-44

6%

45-54
55+

Your audience is extremely female

•

They over-index on being from Gen Z

•

53% of them are 24 years old or younger

•

They are less likely to be 35+ than the

2%

Male
14%

14%

London

6%

Manchester
Glasgow

3%

Liverpool

3%

Birmingham

•

2%

average UK user
•

They are more likely to live in London,
but much less likely than the UK baseline
to live in London.

Female
86%

Who in uences them?
BEAUTY BAY

92.72

Je ree Star

74.81

The overall audience is very in uenced by beauty in uencers

Urban Decay

74.77

and cosmetics brands

Morphe

74.58

ColourPop Cosmetics

74.25

NikkieTutorials

74.23

MAC Cosmetics

74.13

We’re seeing a mix of UK & US high street, higher end and

Kylie Jenner

74.01

professional brands, suggesting that these people are

NYX Pro Makeup US

73.91

connoisseurs and shop around to nd what they like

Anastasia Beverly Hills

73.58

Sephora

73.32

suggesting this audience is interested in big and bold

Tarte Cosmetics

73.20

make up looks

Bene t Cosmetics US

73.16

Ariana Grande

72.97

Although Beauty Bay sells skincare as well as cosmetics and

Too Faced Cosmetics

72.69

haircare, we are only seeing cosmetics in uencers here

Jaclyn Hill

72.65

The ‘Uniqueness’ score in the right hand column is extremely
high, suggesting that this audience is very interested in beauty
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Je ree Star is the most in uential account next to BeautyBay

Which platforms do they use?
In comparison to the average UK user:

6.3x

4.32x

3.98x

3.42x

2.59x

2.53x

2.5x

2.2x

2.17x

2.05x

•

This audience is ‘very online’

•

They are most likely found on
Snapchat and Pinterest

•

They are music fans

•

They are more likely to use
Reddit than Facebook

•

They are only slightly more likely to
use Instagram than they are Twitter

1.66x

1.54x

How do they behave on social?
•

Replies

that the audience is most likely to

42%

Own

These charts show the type of content
publish, and when they are likely to

23%

be online
35%

Shares

•

This audience is more likely to
create their own social posts than

What kind of content do they publish?

to reply or share others content
•
06-11 hrs
12-17 hrs

Yet they do over-index on sharing
content (the UK baseline is 20%)

21%
•

30%

around in the afternoon and evenings,
37%

18-23 hrs
When are they most online?

These people are more likely to be
they are not morning people.

Emojis and what they share
•

Much more likely to share images than
anything else

•

Looking at the most used hashtags, we
can again see the high end/low end split
with lots of competion/giveaway posts
and then also the Apple Event
suggesting a more a uent consumer

•

Drag Race is a notable hashtag for the
make up community

•

😭 ❤ ✨
Gifs
2%

The emoji use suggests a very positive

#appleevent #winitwednesday

think is funny, or love/support based

•

Images
76%

The most liked Twitter posts are all

ffl

🤣

😂

funny or cute

#win #giveaway #oscars
#competition #prize #dragrace

audience who either share content they
content

Videos
22%

#stpatricksday

What in uences them to buy?
•

This chart shows what in uences the
audience to make a purchase, and
compares this to the UK Baseline
audience

Social Media

•

Your audience are incredibly in uenced
by social media. More than double the

Friends/Family

UK average!

Online Ads
•

Brand Name

They are almost as susceptible to online
advertising as they are to listening to
their friends and family

Product Utility
0%

20%

40%

Beauty Fans

60%

UK Baseline

80%

•

They are less interested in brand names
than the norm, and they are really not
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bothered about product utility

Podcasts they listen to

The top four podcasts that your audience
are subscribed to
This can be useful for both sponsorship
opportunities and to better position your
brand and create content that resonates

What they’re watching
These are 6 of the shows/presenters that
your audience watches the most
This is useful a few reasons:
•

Informing your content strategy - can
you use Net ix style memes to connect
with your audience?

•

Social advertising purposes - targeting a
Ru Paul’s Drag Race UK audience on
Twitter would likely yield dividends
Timing. You know that your audience will
likely be watching these events live. How
can you capitalise on this, with content

ff

or deals and o ers related to the shows?
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•

This is a sample of a larger
Audience Insights report
To see how I can help you, please visit my website.
Kim Townend.com

